Syllabus - Designing with CSS

VIC 272 – Advanced Web Design – Spring 10

Instructor: Kathleen Navilio
Website: http://www.triton.edu/faculty/knavilio
Email: knavil22@triton.edu
Office Hours: Room I-153 - 708-456-0300 x3528
check website for latest hours

Mission Description
We will continue our journey to learn web design, become acquainted with creative layout techniques and respect the gifts we each bring to the classroom. As always, it is a privilege to be a part of this journey.

Attendance
This class presents new material every week and a student who misses 3 or more classes can be dropped.

Textbook
To Be Discussed

Materials
It is highly recommended that students purchase a binder for class handouts and also means to back-up their work. Computers can crash and most design houses require employees to back up all of their work as "time is money". Make copies of all of your work.

Grading
Grading is based on the following projects and tests:

Demo Site
Quizzes
Website Critiques
Midterm Exam
Major Website using CSS
Topics

(Topics may be changed as class progresses.)

xhtml and CSS Basics
ID’s and Classes
Typography/CSS
CSS and Use of Images
CSS and Navigation
Positioning and Layouts
MultiColumn Layouts
Templates
Design and Creativity
Reconstructing Comps Dreamweaver
Print Style Sheets
Video – Audio – Flash Media
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